


MODERN DAY BEDS 
OVER 100 YEARS OF EXPERTISE



In 1899, James Marshall, a young British engineer invented the 
pocket-sprung mattress. His Vispring beds, with their unmatched 
comfort, found their way into the world’s most lavish bedrooms – 
on famous ocean liners, fine hotels and royal palaces.  
Sleeping properly had arrived in style. 

Of course a lot has changed since then but an incredible night’s 
sleep is as important as ever. J. Marshall mattresses provide 
Vispring’s traditional pocket-sprung comfort and support in four 
simple models for modern living.
 
Sleep properly.

A NEW WAY TO SLEEP







J. Marshall by Vispring has four mattress options, each with fine 
natural fillings for comfort and pocket springs for support. 
Over 100 years of bed-making expertise goes into each design 
for head-to-toe comfort, night after night. Our mattresses are 
each backed up with a 10-year guarantee.

J. MARSHALL BY VISPRING
SLEEP PROPERLY



This is where sleeping properly starts. Made with 1000 pocketed 
springs – No. 1 supports your whole body and responds to every 
movement. It’s hand-filled with deep layers of wool and cotton  
to offer total comfort as well as breathability. And we tuft it  
by hand – keeping fibres in place so they don’t shift over time. 
No. 1 is finished with a woven layer of Belgian Damask. Known 
as ticking, it offers a smooth and uninterrupted feel across the 
whole mattress.

No. 1
NEXT LEVEL COMFORT



Divan with ‘Oslo – Vulkan’ fabric and ‘Classic Brass’ legs No. 1



1000 pocket springs with natural wool and cotton No. 1



No. 2 is made with 1200 pocketed springs for head-to-toe 
comfort, however you sleep. It’s deep-filled with natural fibres –  
pure new wool, sustainable Tencel™, soft bamboo and fleecy 
alpaca – which make for an amazingly comfortable sleep. 
Hand-tufting the filling keeps the mattress feeling as comfortable  
year after year. And it’s finished with Belgian Damask ticking  
(the silky top layer) for a consistently smooth feel.

No. 2
MORE SPRINGS, MORE SUPPORT



No. 2



Divan and headboard with ‘Oslo – Storm’ fabric and ‘Classic Brass’ legs No. 2



No. 2



1200 pocketed springs with pure new wool, Tencel™, soft bamboo, alpaca and cotton No. 2



No. 3
PLUS PILLOW TOP

No. 3 introduces Pillow Top. It’s an extra layer of memory wool 
that’s added to the mattress surface for an incredible depth  
of comfort. Beneath that, No. 3 holds 1400 pocketed springs 
and is filled with even more natural materials – cotton, wool, 
soft bamboo, fleecy alpaca and silky pashmina. Elsewhere,  
the hand-tufted filling keeps the mattress at its best and  
we add further layers of wool for even more comfort. It’s all 
finished with Belgian Damask ticking that gives the mattress 
surface an incredibly silky feel.



No. 3



No. 3



Headboard and divan with ‘Berlin – Kaffe’ fabric 
1400 pocketed springs with cotton, wool, pashmina, bamboo and alpaca and ‘Pillow Top’ – an extra layer of memory wool No. 3



No. 4 is our most responsive mattress. It’s made with 1600 
honeycombed pocket springs and 1500 micro springs for  
the most comfortable night’s sleep. We hand fill the mattress  
with pure new wool and cotton. Then we add Pillow Top –  
an extra layer that sits on the mattress surface for even more 
enveloping comfort. It’s filled with the finest natural materials – 
pashmina, soft bamboo, alpaca, cashmere and silk. Underneath 
that you’ll find further layers of wool that are all hand-tufted to 
make sure the mattress keeps its shape over time. It’s finished 
with Belgian Damask ticking to create a feather-soft surface 
wherever you lie down. 

No. 4
COMFORTABLY OUR BEST



Divan with ‘Lisbon – Lavender’ fabric and ‘Classic Brass’ legs No. 4



No. 4



Divan with ‘Lisbon – Lavender’ fabric and ‘Classic Brass’ legs No. 4



1600 pocketed springs and 1500 micro springs
with cotton and wool and ‘Pillow Top’ – an extra layer that’s filled with pashmina, bamboo, alpaca, cashmere and silk No. 4



WHAT GOES INTO OUR BEDS

Every material and component is chosen to add comfort and 
quality to our beds and mattresses. Whether it’s finding the 
finest alpaca wool or studying the best way to hand-tuft a 
mattress – we go to great lengths to help you sleep properly.



The layer on the mattress surface is known as ticking. Made with 
a smooth natural viscose, it provides a seal to the mattress top 
and adds an extra level of silkiness wherever you lie. Ours comes 
from Belgium and is finished in a specially woven pattern.

The springs used in J. Marshall mattresses are based on the 
original design patented in 1899. All that knowledge and 
expertise has gone into each of our designs to make sure they’re 
as comfortable as the pioneering original.

BELGIAN DAMASK TICKING GENUINE POCKETED SPRINGS  



BIODEGRADABLE COMPONENTS

Every J. Marshall bed can easily be broken down and recycled. 
From the springs to the natural fillings unlike some foam 
mattresses.

We’re all for modern manufacturing techniques. But sometimes 
you just have to do things by hand. That’s why we tuft every 
J. Marshall mattress ourselves – it ensures the filling is evenly 
spread and helps keep the mattress in shape, year after year. 

HAND TUFTING



FINE, NATURAL FILLINGS

We use the finest materials to fill our mattresses. From the 
lightest pashmina to the finest new wool – ensuring comfort, 
moisture-wicking and breathability.



CUSTOMISING YOUR BED

Create a J. Marshall bed that’s uniquely yours. First, choose a 
mattress from our four distinct comfort levels, then match your 
style and personality with your choice of fabrics – anything 
from soft ‘Berlin Kaffee Velvet’ to bolder ‘Lisbon Lavender’.  
You can also mix your headboard and divan fabric for even more 
playfulness. Finally choose a leg colour to match and elevate 
your J. Marshall bed.



A choice of four MATTRESS comfort levels We sleep in all sorts of wild and wonderful ways. Which can 
make choosing a new bed overwhelming – there’s endless 
choice and lots of jargon. That’s why we created four unique 
mattress designs to keep it simple. 

Nothing beats testing them out in store to see which is most 
comfortable for you. We recommend spending at least  
10 minutes on each mattress design – turn over a few times  
and if you share yours, bring your partner along.

No. 1

1000 pocketed springs
Filled with wool and cotton
Turnable (sleep on either side)

No. 2 

1200 pocketed springs 
Filled with pure new wool, Tencel™, soft bamboo, alpaca, cotton  
Turnable (sleep on either side)

No. 3

1400 pocketed springs
Filled with cotton, wool, pashmina, bamboo, alpaca
With ‘Pillow Top’ an extra layer of memory wool
Easy care (one side for sleeping on)

No. 4 

1600 pocketed springs 
1500 micro springs
Filled with cotton and wool
With ‘Pillow Top’ an extra layer that’s filled with  
pashmina, bamboo, alpaca, cashmere and silk
Easy care (one side for sleeping on)



Where sleeping properly starts. We’ve designed a shallow firm 
edge divan that pairs with any of our four mattresses. The divan 
base is complete with 1000’s of mini springs* and airstream 
memory wool to work with your mattress for even greater 
support and comfort. *Count depends on bed size

One Shallow DIVAN

The J. Marshall headboard is understated – the perfect example 
of simple, considered design. With beautiful seam detail,  
radius corners and carefully curated fabric choices – the design 
is both modern and elegant.

One HEADBOARD

Headboard upholstered in ‘Barcelona – Sol’ Divan upholstered in ‘Oslo – Vulkan’



Three LEG choices

Elevate your J. Marshall with a choice of three leg finishes.  
The contemporary design looks perfectly proportioned and 
also allows for airflow below the bed to help regulate sleeping 
temperature. Choose from Classic Brass, contemporary 
Brushed Steel or Black Chrome finishes. Black Chrome

Brushed Steel

Classic Brass



Barcelona ‘Carbo’

Barcelona ‘Arena’

Barcelona ‘Sol’

Barcelona ‘Mosaic’

16 FABRIC choices

Inspired by the vibrant colour palettes of our favourite cities,  
the J. Marshall fabric range offers a variety of options to 
complement the modern bedroom. Our four textile ranges each 
come in four colour options.



Berlin ‘Loft’

Berlin ‘Kaffee’Berlin ‘Harmony’

Lisbon ‘Nova’Berlin ‘Mode’ Lisbon ‘Sombra’

Lisbon ‘Lavender’ Lisbon ‘Calcada’



SPECIFY YOUR BED

Please note any swatch colours shown in print may vary.
For any sample fabrics, please visit www.jmarshall.co.uk

Oslo ‘Zinc’

Oslo ‘Storm’Oslo ‘Glacier’

Oslo ‘Vulkan’



Three LEGS
Size H15cm
A choice of three contemporary finishes:
Black Chrome, Classic Brass or Brushed Steel

One HEADBOARD 
Size H85cm 
FSC certified frame construction
Bolt through attachment
16 contemporary fabric choices
High resilience foam

One DIVAN
Size H21cm 
Mini Sprung shallow divan
1000’s Mini Springs for support (count depends on bed size)
Airstream Memory Wool layer for extra comfort
FSC certified timber frame
Screwed and bonded joints
16 contemporary fabric choices

SIZES
J. Marshall Mattresses and Divans come in all standard* sizes. 
 
*Standard sizes may differ per market. Please contact your nearest 
J. Marshall retailer for information on sizes in your market.

No. 1
1000 springs in a W150 × H200cm mattress
Double-sided turnable mattress
Ø46mm spring diameter
Pocket spring construction
21cm deep border with protective wadding
 Horizontal handles with concealed fine mesh air vents
Bonded wool and cotton
Layered wool and cotton
Belgian Damask ticking (63% viscose, 37% cotton)
 Hand tufted with felt washers

No. 3 
1400 springs in a W150 × H200cm mattress
Ø42mm spring diameter 
Pocket spring construction
21cm deep border with protective wadding
Horizontal handles with concealed fine mesh air vents
 Bonded wool and cotton
Belgian Damask ticking (63% viscose, 37% cotton)
Hand tufted with felt washers

PILLOW TOP
Vertically arranged polyester and wool
Wool, pashmina, bamboo and alpaca
Layered wool and cotton

No. 4 
1600 springs in a W150 × H200cm mattress
Ø40mm spring diameter
Honeycomb-nested pocket spring construction
23cm deep border with protective wadding
 Horizontal handles with concealed fine mesh air vents
Bonded wool and cotton
Belgian Damask ticking (63% viscose, 37% cotton)
Hand tufted with felt washers

PILLOW TOP
1500 micro springs
Pocket spring construction
Layered wool and cotton
 Wool, pashmina, bamboo and alpaca
Wool, cashmere and silk

No. 2 
1200 springs in a W150 × H200cm mattress
Double-sided turnable mattress
Ø44mm spring diameter
Pocket spring construction
21cm deep border with protective wadding
 Horizontal handles with concealed fine mesh air vents
Wool, Tencel™, bamboo and alpaca
Layered wool and cottonn
 Belgian Damask ticking (63% viscose, 37% cotton)
Hand tufted with felt washers



CONTACT

@jmarshallbeds
jmarshall.co.uk
info@jmarshall.co.uk
+44 (0)1752 366 311

J. Marshall by Vispring
Ernesettle Lane
Plymouth 
PL5 2TT
United Kingdom 

ABOUT VISPRING

Founded in 1901, Vispring is
the ultimate destination for
bespoke handcrafted beds.

Always a pioneering brand,
Vispring’s founder was the
first to introduce individually
pocketed springs.

Essential British luxury –  
designed for durability,  
crafted for comfort and made 
for the very best sleep.

vispring.com



JMARSHALL.CO.UK
SLEEP PROPERLY


